


During outdoor play the Spencer and Yoonu engaged in a range 

of activities while we waited for our other friends who missed 

out on outdoor play today. Spencer decided to play with the di-

nosaurs. Miss Briohny sat with him and they sorted them into 

big dinosaurs and little dinosaurs. He also sat with some older 

children and made towers from the blocks on the mat, carefully 

placing each piece to see how high he could make it go. Yoonu 

decided he would play with the lego blocks, stacking them, to-

gether to make different shapes. He also played on the play-

ground, hiding from Miss Stacey and giggling when she would 

find him. 



We continued with our topic of Science today by creating some 

water coloured paintings. Selecting one of the water colours 

they started spreading it across their paper. As they worked 

they noticed that the colours were showing a picture under-

neath. Before the children started painting Miss Briohny used a 

candle to draw the children’s names onto the paper and as the 

water covered the paper it left the candle drawing colourless. 

Thomas was quite surprised when he noticed his name under 

his painting.  



Our second Science activity this morning was colour mixing in 

ziplock bags. On the table Miss Briohny placed three Ziplock 

bags with red, yellow and blue paint in them. As the children 

sat at the table they used their fingers to move the paint 

around on the inside of the bags. As they spread the paint 

around it mixed the two colours together, creating green, or-

ange and purple. Once they had mixed the colours together 

they were able to use their fingers to create drawings in the 

paint. 

This activity provided the children with a new media in which to 

create their art, resulting in clean hands and a sensory experi-

ence.  



Mr Brendan came this morning for our music class. On the mat 

the children recalled how to do their different movements from 

claps, to stamping their feet and the drum sound with their 

mouths. Once they had remembered the different movements 

they were ready to put them into action with their first song. 

Following along to the music they were able to add in the differ-

ent movements at different times and freezing when the music 

stopped. We only had a short session today as the children got 

distracted.  



During group time this morning we continued with Science 

week by participating in a new experiment. Today’s experiment 

involved Skittles. Miss briohny spread our some skittle around 

the rim of the plate before joining the children on the mat. As a 

group we sat around the mirror table watching the skittles in 

the plate. To start the experiment Miss Briohny poured some 

water into the plate so that if covered the bottom of the 

skittles. Then the magic happened, the children noticed that 

the water under the skittles started to change colour. As we 

watched the colour from the skittle melted into the water, slip-

ping away from the skittles and creating a rainbow effect. As 

our experiment finished we noticed that the water in the plate 

was now the same colour as the Skittles. Miss Briohny picked 

up one of the skittles and showed the children how the bottom 

of the skittle was now white, where as the top of the skittle was 

coloured.  







Stringray 
Staff Name 

Briohny Stacey Taylor 

Shift 8.30-5.00 7.15-3.30 9.30-6.00 

Date 17.08.21 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Tuesday Lunch 
12.15-1.15 11.30-12.15 1.15-2.15 

Child's Name Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle 

SPENCER ALL ALL most 11.42-1.40   

YOONU ALL ALL most 11.42-2.00   

THOMAS ALL ALL most rested   

VIOLET LATE ALL most rested   

HANSON LATE ALL most 11.53-1.37   

MARWIN LATE ALL most rested   

SAI 
SOME + 
OWN ALL most 12.50-2.00   

OLIVIA MOST ALL most rested   

GURSHABAD LATE own snacks     

            

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 9:20 am to 2:10 pm 
Morning 
Tea   APPLE, ROCKMELON AND RICE CRACKERS 

Lunch SPAGHETTI  
After-
noon tea   raspberry muffins with rockmelon and banana 


